Issue Date: October 4, 2017

INDUSTRY NOTICE

Transformer-Type Meter and Metering Transformer Enclosure/Compartment Options

Effective November 15, 2017, Manitoba Hydro will only supply 5-jaw, 20amp, 240volt, 1-ph meter types for new single-phase services rated 400 amp and over.

Contractors have the following accepted meter enclosure options for the 5-jaw meters:

For single-phase services 400 amp with a transformer rated meter mounting device:
A 5-jaw socket, c/w 4-pole test switch, 120/240Volt, Single-Phase 3-wire service
  o Thomas & Betts, Model JS4B-TWLMH
  o Hydel, Model CT4-TSMB
  o Eaton, Model TCC5-MH
  o Thomas & Betts, Model JS4B-TWLEALMH

For single-phase services 400 amp and over using a CSTE or CT Cabinet
A 5-jaw socket, c/w 4-pole test switch, 120/240Volt, Single-Phase 3-wire service
  o Thomas & Betts, Model CT105-SWLMH
  o Hydel, Model CTS40SPW-TSMB
  o Eaton, Model TSU5-MH
  o Durham, Model URSTL5-2A805

Note: Information will be posted at www.hydro.mb.ca/ecs if additional manufacturer’s enclosures become available.